**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

**PI*ZQ0** _Attikon_ genotype discovery in severe alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency

A, Antitrypsin (AAT), the major protease inhibitor in serum and severe AAT deficiency (AATD) worldwide, relates mainly to the homozygous state of the PI*Z variant. However, the genetic repertoire of severe AATD is constantly expanding far beyond the homozygous PI*Z variant to a multitude of rare alleles decoding for deficient, dysfunctional or non-null (null-alleles) producing AAT. In recent years a geographical trend towards South Europe also began to appear regarding severe AATD related to rare variants. Recently, we described that by genotyping AATD in Greece, a multiplicity of rare and ultra-rare variants and a diversity of rare combinations were observed in two-thirds of patients, confirming an established North-South European geographical trend in rare variants.

The Greek rare variants embraced the null PI*Q0 (Bellingham, PI*Q0Amersfoort, PI*Q0Granite Falls, PI*Q0Saint-Etienne, PI*Q0Nattawa) and the deficient variants PI*Mveerlen, PI*MProcidia, PI*MAlton, PI*MWürzburg, and PI*NHardfordcity, PI*Q0Feyzin, and PI*P Lowell (p.Asp280Val). The epitome of rarities in AATD in Greece was the discovery of a novel variant named as Q0Attikon (C.1A>G; p.Met1?), herein described in detail.

A 56-year-old non-smoker male, BMI=27.1 kg/m², with no family history of lung disease or toxic environmental and occupational exposures was referred to our center for repetitive exacerbations upon overlapping early-age-emphysema, bronchiectasis and eosinophilic asthma. He had dyspnea on exertion with no history of smoking or alcohol abuse.

The new variant was named by the University-Clinic and Hospital of discovery PI*Q0Attikon. In this case the new variant proved clearly pathogenic and seriously deleterious. In the absence of functional studies, this was demonstrated mostly from a high REVEL score of 0.759 (range 0–1) in association with the clinical presentation of the patient, a never smoker. We have shown that in Greece the great majority of patients with severe AATD relates to rare variants instead of the PI*ZZ phenotype that prevails worldwide. Therefore, the discovery of a novel, never reported and clearly pathogenic variant constitutes the epitome of rarities in severe AATD in Greece.

Rare variants are increasingly reported in recent years, by genotyping, mainly in south Europe and surprisingly as reported by us in Greece, the epicenter of rarities in severe AATD. A significant proportion were homozygous Q0 variants in a multiplicity of different genotype combinations with very low AAT levels, almost imperceptible in fact. Another significant proportion of variants were in compound
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heterozygous state with the Z variant as in the case described herein and another significant proportion were M-deficient variants in different combinations with null (Q0) or Z variants not always identifiable without genotyping. From the above observation concern may arise regarding the dose-effectiveness of current dose recommendation of augmentation treatment in zero or almost zero carrying AAT levels, since previous international protocols included exclusively ZZ homozygous phenotypes. Furthermore, additional investigation is necessary regarding the clinical history and fate of these patients as well as the clinical phenotype expressed from carriers of rare variants; a project that fulfills the European Alpha-1 Research Collaboration (EARCO) consortium.

In conclusion, the characterization of a new null variant of SERPINA1 named by the University-Clinic and Hospital of discovery Pi*Q0_Attikon associated with a Pi*Z variant, leading to severe AATD is described. This rare mutation c.1A>G has
never been identified before. Gene sequencing was necessary for genetic diagnosis. In the future the detection of rare genotypes by widening AATD spectrum and geographic distribution of variants may add to understanding of the anthropologic evolution of its mutations and probably help to personalize preventive and therapeutic measures.
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